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ABSTRACT:A fresh and innovative idea is primarily used to save energy in the 

manual pedaling washing machine. We intended a pedal laundry machine in 

this idea. It is used to wash the towel without electricity. Now it's very simple to 

wash your clothes using energy devices like washing machines, but these 

machines are very expensive and use only by the wealthy. Instead, we designed 

the pedal dressing laundry to make their job simple for bad individuals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A washing machine is a home appliance used to clean the laundries, clothes 

washing machines, or washing machines[1]. The word applies mainly to devices 

that use water rather than dry cleaning which utilizes alternative purification 

liquids and is carried out by professional companies or cleaners[2]. The customer 

adds a liquid or powdered laundry detergent to the wash water[3].The clothing 

washer technology was created to decrease the manual work, to provide an open 

basin or closed container with paddles or fingers to stir the clothing automatically. 

The oldest hand-operated and wooden machines were built, and later metal-made 

machines allowed the fire to burn beneath the washbasin, maintaining the water 

warm throughout the day. 
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WORKING 

 

We have designed the pedal washing machine in this idea with a straight forward 

washing system with pedaling aid[4]. The pedaling procedure is also a benefit as 

human doing exercise[5]. The machine's operating principle is also very simple[6]. 

It is easy to run[7]. Put the towels in the cylinders and fill the cylinders with the 

necessary water[8]. Begin to pedal the pedaling washing machine while sitting on 

the seat mounted of the supporting frame[9]. The laundry shaft are rotated using 

the rack and pinion arrangements when the pedalarrangement begin to rotate[10]. 

The pinion that is mounted to the cylinders is welded to the shaft. The pinion and 

rack system provides for the operation of washing clothes with a forward and 

reverse direction rotation. 

 

RESULT &CONCLUSION 

 

In this idea we have the pedal washing machine with a washing system with the 

assistance of pedaling. It also has another advantage that the pedaling operation 

only works like a human exercise. The machine's operating principle is also very 

simple, and it is easy to run.A fresh and innovative idea is primarily used to save 

energy in the manual pedaling washing machine. We intended a pedal laundry 

machine in this idea. It is used to wash the towel without electricity. Now it's very 

simple to wash your clothes using energy devices like washing machines, but these 

machines are very expensive and use only by the wealthy. Instead, we designed the 

pedal dressing laundry to make their job simple for bad individuals. 
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